
 
 

Theme sessions 
 

10:00  IBM i2 Enterprise Insight Analysis for Defense Intelligence 
 Raf Verhooghen, Sr. IBM i2 Consultant 

 As national security and defense threats become more complex, intelligence 
organizations and agencies are challenged to respond more efficiently and precisely. 
Attend this session and discover how extensive data acquisition and multifaceted i2 
analysis & visualisation capabilities can help Defenses worldwide to strengthen their 
Intel position and be timely prepared for complex missions and operations. 

 
11:00 Cybercrime as a service 
 Sjoerd van der Meulen, Cybersecurity Specialist & Trainer & Ana-Maria Oniceanu, 

Manager Analytics  
 Cybercrime is big business. But what is the business plan of a cybercriminal? Does a 

cybercriminal go through the same phases as a start-up or is it hit-the-ground-running? 
And how does he/she deal with obtaining start-up capital, the 'service' and staff 
expansion or other daily relevant questions and procedures? You will get answers to 
these questions and more when we step into the shoes of a cybercriminal during this 
session. Our CCO (Chief Cybercriminal Officer) will take you through the business plan, 
the way of thinking, the toolkit and the decision moments that make his/her business 
successful. In parallel, the opportunities for investigation at the law enforcement side 
will be highlighted on how to detect, disrupt or stop the cybercrime business plan. 

 
13:00 IBM i2 Use Case for municipalities 
Dutch session Freek Edeling, Lead analyst gemeente Leiden & Edwin Metgod, Manager Analytics 

DataExpert 
 What if you have the obligation to fight subversive crime in your city, together with 

partners. What if the dataload and case load is as big as can be? What if there would be 
a better way of working than doing the data gathering, analysis and reporting manually?  
Gemeente Leiden took on the challenge and implemented VIK (Veiligheids Informatie 
Knooppunt) together with IBM i2 solutions and the help of DataExpert.  
 
Curious about their journey, experiences and the actual results they have managed to 
get out of it? Lead analyst of Gemeente Leiden, Freek Edeling will take you with him on 
his path to success and a more efficient way of working with desperate data in his field 
of work! 

 
14:00 Why threat intelligence is key for automation of the SOC 
 Magnus Lundgren, sales director EMEA Recorded Future 
 Many security people think "I cannot make use of Threat Intelligence - I have no time or 

team for that". Well, things change and you should think "I cannot work without Threat 
Intelligence - I have no time or team". Threat Intelligence used to be reports that you 
could read over the weekend and get a good understanding of the overall threat 
landscape. There are still great reports out there but things are way different today 
- Security intelligence fully integrates in your day-to-day operations - you will 
supercharge your manual work. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

15:00 Earn €500,000 with phishing 
 Sjoerd van der Meulen, Cybersecurity Expert 
 Everyone has received one or more phishing messages in the past year, via e-mail or 

SMS. In most cases the damage is limited, but in some cases a huge amount of money is 
stolen. This way of phishing is also known as spear phishing, CEO fraud or whaling. By 
using Cybercrime As A Service as a cybercriminal, an attack like this can be set up by 
anyone. Yet some attacks prove more sophisticated than others. During this session we 
take the participants into the different techniques behind this attack and the traces that 
are being made. After all, invisible online does not exist and Cybercrime is no magic. 

 


